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Innovate Retail
Processes
Utilize insights to improve retail
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demand
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growing pressure on retailers
89%

89% of customers look for unified
experiences across channels
Business2Community, 2017

34%

34% of customers feel that their mobile device
will become the main purchasing tool for retail
Business2Community, 2017

51%

Online sales have overtaken brick and mortar
stores, with 51% of purchases made on phone
WSJ, 2017

an omni-channel experience
eCommerce
Offer your customers an e-commerce
platform with transaction flexibility and
fluidity. The platform is responsive to offer a
first-class shopping experience, no matter if
it’s accessed via computer, tablet or mobile.

Mobile Loyalty App
Customers can use the mobile app to
shop, check product availability and
stock levels, see product images and
read descriptions, receive personalized
offers, use coupons, find store locations
and more.

Connected Channels

Up-to-Date

Allow your customers to get their products
when and where they prefer. The click &
collect feature reconnects your channels:
customers can create an order on the ecommerce website or on a mobile device.

All information on items, prices and
discounts is distributed to all
touchpoints. Product information, prices,
offers and product availability are always
up-to-date in the e-commerce website
and loyalty app.

what will it do ?

Advanced Product Search
fast, intuitive search makes it easy for your staff to provide customers
with detailed information about product specs and availability
anywhere on the shop floor with cross-channel inventory visibility across
the whole supply chain

Mobile POS
mobile POS will allow your staff close transactions anywhere in the
shop, finalizing the sale wherever the customer is and taking the
payment and then printing or sending the receipt to the customer via
e-mail or as an e-receipt in the loyalty system

Sales Assistant Tool
give your staff a powerful sales assistant to provide better customer
service by registering customers into the loyalty program, accessing
customer preferences and shopping history, recommending products
tailored to customer tastes and shopping history

Flexible Payment & Multicurrency
implement a system that can handle many types of payment in the same
transaction, while accepting multiple payment types including cash,
smart cards, foreign currency, vouchers, gift cards, customer cards and
more

Multiple Offer Functionality
supports multiple types of offers, such as Mix & Match, multibuy,
discounts and promotions while helping your customers take
advantage of the best deals: the system notifies staff members when
products are part of an offer, so they can inform customers

Powerful Setup and Configuration
ensure that POS terminals are suited for many different types of retail
needs and environments, while allowing the look and feel
of the POS to be easily customized without assistance: adding images
on the buttons and set up shortcuts that fit to business requirements

Graphical POS Interface
utilize the graphical interface of the Point of Sale (POS),
making learning fast and allowing stationary, tablets and
mobile POS to all share the same application, only have
to train your staff once to use all forms of POS

Processes and Operations Tracking
monitor your key performance indicators (KPIs), manage your
inventory, prepare a season, pre-plan purchasing and distribute retail
items – all from your headquarters.

Campaign Management
easily create and manage special offer campaigns keeping control of
all sales deriving from the campaigns, making it easy for managers to
analyse the progress and gains of each campaign

Item Label Management
a sophisticated shelf label management system can handle both
paper and electronic labels, while also being able to print item labels
for pricing and stock information

Mobile Inventory
Processes
manage all your inventory
processes in the back office or on
hand-held devices, enabling your
staff to handle inventory
processes, including receiving,
picking, stock counting, stock
changes and label ordering on
mobile devices.

Item Creation & Maintenance
create items for all of your different sales channels: physical stores, the
e-commerce, loyalty apps and mobile devices, while easily updating
prices, offers, and customer information as well as being able to set up
a price hierarchy, assigning different prices to individual store locations
Unique Item Dimensions
allow users to assign up to six unique dimensions to each
item, enabling retailers to have accurate information for each item
sold, improving their inventory maintenance and fine-tuning their
reordering of goods.
Bulk Item Import

Implement the item import functionality to import files from vendors
to create and update the company’s item master., ensuring that the
item list is always up to date according to vendor information.
managers can check, manually correct and finalize information before
the items are updated

Product grouping
quickly search for items and
update item information, giving
you the possibility of having
multiple hierarchies or nonhierarchical
groupings of items. it is also
possible to put items into one or
more special groups, or set
several attributes for the items

Manual Replenishment with Allocation Planning
prepare a season, pre-plan purchasing and decide how to distribute
retail items. plan the buying process, allocate to stores and plan buffer
quantities for the warehouse while allowing managers to replenish and
allocate the stock manually to push specific stock to stores

Knowledge-Driven Replenishment
utilize multiple classes of forecasting methods to catch all types of
trends in sales history, while the software solution also calculates safety
stock levels basing on variations in sales, to achieve optimal inventory
levels

Open-To-Buy
allows retailers to control the amount of capital invested in products
during the sales cycle, while also be used to show the difference
between how much inventory is needed and how much is actually
available

Manual Replenishment with Allocation
Planning
prepare a season, pre-plan purchasing and decide how to distribute retail items.
plan the buying process, allocate to stores and plan buffer quantities for the
warehouse

Calculate Sales Commissions
automatically calculate sales commission for selected items, for item
groups, for individuals or groups of sales persons, for predefined
periods. sales commissions are then automatically posted into the
company’s ledger for full traceability

Staff Rosters
plan how many people you need in each role for each shift based on
sales forecasts, role budgets and external factors such as the weather
forecast

Communicate with employees
staff members can view upcoming shifts, send and receive messages,
accept or decline work requests, request to work on specific days, ask
for shift changes or time off, and see their manager’s responses to
these requests. the system then alerts managers to requests

Role-Based Display
through a role-based solution, ensure that both back office
and POS display exactly the information that each staff member
needs to perform his or her job

Staff Dashboard
review all key staffing information in a dashboard, detailing your staff’s
costs per day, staff member, shift and store, while getting a precise
overview of working hours and ensure that costs comply with the
budget

Loss Prevention
detect suspicious activity early and prevent losses by automatically
reviewing all POS transactions and extracting those that match predefined triggers. the system analyses the results to create loss
prevention events

Staff Rosters
plan how many people you
need in each role for each
shift based on sales
forecasts, role budgets and
external factors such as the
weather forecast

Flexible Pricing
set your prices based on a number of parameters, including time,
date, place, and more. this means that you could sell the same
product at different prices depending on location, time of the day,
form of payment and customer loyalty level

Special Offer Compatibility
support a wide range of special offers and promotions by setting up
multiple types of offers such as multibuy, Mix & Match, and different
types of discounts. the offers can be active on specific days or time
periods, depend on transaction amount or customer loyalty groups

Total Automation
automatically apply offers to all sales, ensuring that your staff do not
need to remember which promotions are going on and whether or
not to apply them

Frequent Buyer
Programs
plan how many people you need in each role for each shift
based on sales forecasts, role budgets and external factors
such as the weather forecast

Mobile Customer Loyalty
enable loyalty reward schemes to add value to the client’s experience,
offering tailored campaigns and offers according to customer data,
whilst having the ability to expand these programs to mobile devices

Delivery & Pickup Functionality
increase convenience for customers with LS NAV’s Click-and-Collect
feature, giving customers the ability to have products delivered to their
location or to pick up products from a nearby warehouse

Unified Customer Points System
integrate POS, customer loyalty applications and e-Commerce portals
using loyalty points, awarded to users following each purchase on any
platform, giving customers the ability to use these points as currency

e-Commerce Site Integration
offer customers increased flexibility by allowing retail
operations to integrate within e-commerce platforms,
providing customers with recommended products
based on interests

our

approach

Envision
Understand
current state

Support

Solution Delivery
Deliver
Future state

Define
Future state

Customer Business Process Alignment

plan for realistic
phases that users
can handle

assess business
value of
customizations

business first,
technology
later

prototype deliverables
to manage user
expectations

involvement of all
stakeholders to verify
scope

provide assistance
during User Acceptance
stage

managing risk
business relevance
•

ensure commitment and participation of all levels of
management, by considering this as a business
transformation project and not just an IT project

inflexibility to change
•

•

•

•
•

staff at different levels have a different degree of absorption
and adjustment to change
this needs to be taken in consideration in the release plan

resource availability

focus should be on business processes and how
technology can be mapped utilizing its existing
functionality
consideration needs to be given to widely adopted
processes within the software

•

utilize our solution delivery approach to ensure that all
stakeholders are on board with the process
management of scope is crucial

•

unstructured approach
•

absorption of change

•

available resources at all levels for participation in workshops,
training and acceptance
loss of critical staff during the project needs to be mitigated to
ensure reliable and efficient resource management

data migration
validate quality of data and ensure adequate
resources are available for data cleansing

digitally
transforming
businesses
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